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The Three Frontiers
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The origin of mass?
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Experiment g/2 = 1.001 159 652 180 

Anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron

Theory g/2 =  1.001 159 652 173

Simplicity at the heart of complexity



Intrinsic complexity

Not merely the complicated conjunction
of many simple things



Chaos theory
Self-organization

Cellular automata

Systems theoryNonlinear dynamics

Network theory

Bioinformatics
Ecosystems

Information theory
Fractals



Life

• What is it?
• How did it begin?
• Can we make it?
• What makes it tick?



Metabolic map







Clues from non-living coherent
complex systems

• Nonlinear
• Self-organizing
• Far from thermodynamic equilibrium
• Adaptive and robust



Belousov-Zhabotinsky
reaction



Convection cells







Self-organization a clue?
• Caution: life is not a self-organizing system. It is a 

supervised organizing system, under software 
control.

• When the supervision is flawed, life “goes wrong.”
• Life involves a web of information flow, but the 

information is not just “bits” – it depends on the 
context. Contextual information is closely related 
to semantic information: genes are coded 
instructions that need “interpretation” by a 
molecular milieu.



Life as hardware-software 
entanglement

Matter

Machine

Information 
processing

hardware

software Information
processing

Machine

LifeComputer





Emergence

“You don’t need something more 
to get something more”

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts

Murray Gell-Mann



Emergent literature



Henry Markram

Tackling computational complexity



Origin of life (3.8 Gyr)

Evolution of eukaryotic cell (2.5 Gyr)

Evolution of multi-cellularity (600 Myr)

Evolution of aging

Cancer is a phenomenon of the basic
life process itself

What is life?

How did cancer evolve as part of life?





Force of selection is age-specific





Flies don’t get cancer!



Cells on a knife-edge
• Multicellularity: joining a union means giving up 

freedom to pursue a “selfish cell” agenda
• In vertibrates, adult cells need to proliferate, but 

in a “unionized”, i.e. regulated, manner
• With aging, the delicate controls may fail due to 

lack of selective pressure on the regulatory 
systems (Hamilton)

• Cells revert to pre-multicellular “selfish cell”
anarchy

• Cancer is a “fine-tuning” problem



Control mechanisms in networks

• Kauffman: gene networks have a critical 
threshold at which internal cycles scale 
like a power law

• Healthy cells operate at the critical 
threshold, “on the edge of chaos”

• Slip beyond the threshold, and chaos 
reigns



How can physics help tame 
cancer?

• New scanning and diagnostic techniques

T rays (teraherz radiation)

C.A.R.S. – coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering





Theoretical physics
• New conceptual insights into complex systems
• Experience with modeling computational 

complexity
• Ability to extract a signal from confusing noise
• Ability to “stand back” and see the system as a 

whole
• Tendency to ask really dumb questions, 

seemingly without embarrassment
• Salamander limb regeneration
• How do cells stick together, and why do 

metastasized cells come unstuck?
• Tolerance of “wild ideas”



Example of a wild idea:

Life at the quantum edge

Cells as bags of quantum 
nanostructures



1. Negative effect

Life’s efficiency is limited by quantum mechanics,
so perhaps life tends to evolve to the ‘quantum edge.’

2. Positive effect

Life (or pre-life) harnesses quantum effects to 
improve its performance or to accomplish unusual
tasks.

Two ways that QM may play a role in life



QM

Life

Life

QM



Superposition

Entanglement

Tunneling

System/environment interaction, e.g. watchdog

‘Non-trivial’ quantum effects



Wigner inequalities

Quantum clock, mass m, size l:

T < ml2/ħ

Typical nanostructure in cell

m ~ 103 daltons l ~ 100Å

Smallest autonomous organism
- Mycoplasma

m ~ 8 x 10–14 g      l ~ 0.3μm

T ~ 100 min

(Peter Pešić, John Barrow)

T ~ milliseconds



Polymerase motor

Anita Goel

m ≈ 10–19 g, l ≈ 10–3 cm
v > 10–5 cm/s ~ 100 bp/s

v > ħ/ml



Quantum algorithms and the 
genetic code

Grover’s algorithm for searching an unsorted database of N objects

√N improvement

Q queries: (2Q + 1) sin-1(1/√N) =   π/2

Unique integer solution: Q = 1, N = 4

For Q = 3, N = 20.2

Apoorva Patel



Popp, Hameroff, Penrose
“quantum mitosis”





Elena Pikuta Richard Hoover

NASA Marshall
Spaceflight Center





The technology of the complex 
future

cancer



Conclusion

• Physicists have plucked most of the low-
hanging fruit (“simple” systems)

• There exists a class of problems that are 
computationally challenging but not 
intractable, which should soon yield to 
Moore’s law: cancer may be one of them

• Cancer – like life – can be understood only 
within the context of evolutionary biology 
as well as cell biology
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